World Premiere

TWO STEPS FROM HELL LIVE
The masters of epic music on tour
for the first time with orchestra and choir
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic the Two Steps From Hell – Live European tour was
postponed into summer 2022.
Whenever huge emotions, tense anticipation and breathtaking intensity are in the
air, the sound of Two Steps From Hell isn't far away.
The world’s number one epic music producers and composers, namely Thomas
Bergersen and Nick Phoenix, are breaking every streaming and follower record
with their California-based production company Two Steps From Hell. With over
four billion views on YouTube, one billion plays on other streaming platforms
and four platinum albums, Two Steps From Hell are already one of the most
successful music entities ever.
With their bombastic sound characterised by ancient chants, titles such as
“Protectors of the Earth,” “Heart of Courage,” “Victory” and “Archangel” set the
heartbeats of millions of fans racing and perfectly complement the (film) images
they accompany. Movie trailers for blockbusters such as “Avengers: Endgame,”
“Aquaman” or “Jurassic World,” the opening ceremonies of the Olympic Games
and advertisements for many large companies all rely on Two Steps From Hell
to guarantee their success.
Now, for the first time, Two Steps From Hell are going on a live concert tour
across Europe accompanied by “The Bolshoi Orchestra and Choir”. Behind this
name is none other than the fabulous orchestra of the Bolshoi Opera Belarus and
the Belarus Radio and Television choir. These musicians are musical all-rounders.
Bolshoi means nothing less than “excellent”. The musicians inspire the audience
all over the world with exuberant enthusiasm and high technical ability. Under
the direction of Petr Pololáník, who conducted most of the trailer and album
recordings of Two Steps From Hell, the orchestra delivers an intense and
unforgettable concert experience.
Next to “The Bolshoi Orchestra and Choir” the fantastic “Two Steps From Hell”
band will join the European live tour. To name the band members is a real
pleasure, because all of them are international stars in the huge music universe.
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Singer Merethe Soltvedt is a highly sought-after session vocalist for composers
of film scores, documentaries, video games, movie trailers and cinematic
pop/epic orchestral music. Merethe has performed on several albums of "Two
Steps From Hell" since 2006 and is considered as the main female voice of the
successful music producer duo. Úyanga Bold is known for her distinctive voice.
Apart from various recordings with "Two Steps From Hell", Úyanga’s lead vocals
are featured in many film, television and video game soundtracks and projects.
The Czech singer Kamila Nývltová, whose repertoire includes world and soulpop, has become known to a broad audience in her home country due to the
Czech X-Factor competition in 2008, where she was among the 5 finalists. In
2018 Kamila participated at a special "Two Steps From Hell" solo concert in
Prague and impressed the composers so much that they chose to engage her for
their first live tour in 2021.
Satnam Ramgotra is a Canadian-born drummer and percussionist who is
blending traditional drums with Indian, African and world percussion elements
into modern musical environments. Satnam brings over 30 years of experience
as a studio musician for TV and film as well as a live-performance
drummer/percussionist for world-renowned artists and composers to the
Hollywood landscape. Satnam has recorded several times with "Two Steps From
Hell" and has performed in their special solo concert at the Walt Disney Hall in
2013. Solo Cellist Helen Nash has performed with artists such as Enya, Pink,
Cher, Rod Stewart, Robbie Williams and Josh Groban and has played at venues
like The Royal Opera House, The O2 Arena, Monte Carlo Opera House, Kensington
Palace, St James’s Palace, Millennium Stadium and Wembley Arena. Saulius
Petreikis is a multi-instrumentalist from Lithuania and one of the few people in
Europe who has a unique collection of musical instruments from all over the
world, which he uses to create and perform his music. Saulius collaborates with
various musicians, dancers and actors and has performed in Europe, the USA and
China. Guitarist Skye Emanuel is based in Los Angeles and composes for
television alongside session work and touring. His repertoire includes many
musical genres including rock, pop, hip hop and blues.
It's guaranteed to be a thrilling show and a special experience of Bergersen and
Phoenix's musical highlights. Semmel Concerts and Tomek Productions are
responsible for this upcoming amazing show.
The distinctive sound of Two Steps From Hell will become an unparalleled event
for all the senses – an exciting journey through the world of epic music, fantasy,
musical mysticism, and drama with goose bumps guaranteed.
More information: www.twostepsfromhell-live.com and www.semmel.de/en
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